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About This Game

Preventive Strike is a dynamic arcade scroll-shooter created by a single developer. You control an overpowered attack
helicopter with the objective to drive the enemy out of your land and make your way to the enemy base and eliminate the threat.

They don't know what's coming, but neither do you!

The game has an isometric view on the level, which stands out from the typical for this genre top-down or side view and adds
some depth to the environment. The graphics are simple yet eye-catching, with lots of stuff happening on screen. There's no

room for boredom.

Key features include most of what you'd expect to see in an arcade shooter: fluid controls, a variety of enemies, power-ups,
changing environments, player progression, score, etc.
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Title: Preventive Strike
Genre: Action, Casual, Indie
Developer:
TocanaDev
Publisher:
TocanaDev
Release Date: 15 Jun, 2018

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Windows 7+ x64

Processor: Intel Core 2 Duo E6550 2.33Ghz or equivalent

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: Nvidia Geforce 8800GT 512 MB or equivalent

DirectX: Version 10

Storage: 600 MB available space

Sound Card: Realtek HD Audio or better
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It is bright.
It is loud.
It is hard.
Is it good? I wouldn't say so.
There is no tutorial to speak of, enemy projectiles seem random and due to the high bloom, it's impossible to dodge them
properly. So it's difficult in that way that is not very fun at all.
https:\/\/youtu.be\/Yu-8hL4jBnA. Pros:
-Graphics
-Effects
-Challenging gameplay
-Original Air Strike 3D feeling
-fluid gameplay flow
-cool background change after first playthrough

Cons:
-Very short (first 4 levels with a few retrys 30min~)
-repititive enemys
-controls are not changeable
-very minimal settings possiblities
-menu font and design (duhh). I enjoyed playing Preventive Strike a lot. The game is very engaging and rewarding. To progress
through the levels, I had to focus really hard, but it was totally worth it. Although somewhat short, the game is reasonably priced
for the variety of content and plenty of challenge it offers. I am looking forward to future updates from this author!. OMG! i
saw this game on steam and just buy it anyway !
Please continue update this game add some new Heli and maps and new weapons .

I cheer you up.. insanly difficult.. only if you like getting slapped in the face.
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It is bright.
It is loud.
It is hard.
Is it good? I wouldn't say so.
There is no tutorial to speak of, enemy projectiles seem random and due to the high bloom, it's impossible to dodge them
properly. So it's difficult in that way that is not very fun at all.
https:\/\/youtu.be\/Yu-8hL4jBnA. Pros:
-Graphics
-Effects
-Challenging gameplay
-Original Air Strike 3D feeling
-fluid gameplay flow
-cool background change after first playthrough

Cons:
-Very short (first 4 levels with a few retrys 30min~)
-repititive enemys
-controls are not changeable
-very minimal settings possiblities
-menu font and design (duhh). insanly difficult.. only if you like getting slapped in the face.. Bringing back the old school with
this. I remember playing arcade scrollers back with a joystick, nostalgia or what.

Seemingly well made game and not that much to buy. Only 4 levels so far so I hope to see more. Maybe make the levels longer
but with less action?

Non stop fighting which is a shame imo, I like a little more pilot time and avoidance than throw everything at me apart from the
kitchen sink.

Take a look at some gameplay from me:

https:\/\/youtu.be\/6JXDP6Vtky0
. This game is like an old arcade game i was playing when i was kid with the Sega GENESIS CD graphix.

This is a good try to have fun with it but it was not.
I think i'have bought this game in a Bundle or mabe just by curiosity but... At that price, you can try it but it's not a really good
game.

'1st Core: The Zombie Killing Cyborg' Now With Leader Boards:
5 New Leader Boards added. 60FPS & The Golden Gun:
1. Now with 60 Fps. Change vSync, so it fresh faster.

2. If you Buy level 10 in Gun, Uzi or MiniGun, it is in Gold.
(And it is an Achievement..)

3. Added some Merchandise for my game... Added Steam Achievement:
A kid I teach wanted steam achievement, so now there are 20+ of them.
Some easy, some hard..

Also The Bullet Speed has been Doubled.. The Crusher:
Updated the distance between Player and Enemies, so you can kill the Enemies with the 3 first Guns.

The Mini-Gun Still needs some distance to work.
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Change the Character you start with, to the Crusher, so you can try the strongest of the Cyborgs.

Added some background music, for the levels.. Update 1.0.4:
Hi! I updated the scoring system to match the Android version, as well as some other things:

- Minor graphics tweaks
- Few bug fixes
- New icon for the executable. WalkThrough:
I made a Walk Through video, of the first 2 stages.

1stCore on YouTube . Update 25/9-18:
Just a new build because something was wrong with the last version.

Added a God Mode.
When you have completed the game, you can start again with 1,000,000 gold.

Added screen scaling.
The players screen now is scaled to match the Canvas, and the letters also scale.. Dungeon Defenders II BOOR High Speed
Trains Hat Hunters Update 1.2:
All new "Hat Hunter" game mode

 Hide in the crowd of the AI characters.

 Switch to the "Capture Mode" and capture the other players with your hat.

 Collect 5 stars or be the last remaining player to win the game.

New game element: Bushes
Bushes grow and spread over the map. As the game progresses the available space gets narrower and narrower...

Bomberman mode

 All players are revealed at the beginning of the game.

 Hit other players with the bombs. Each player has 2 lives.

 Collect 6 stars or be the last remaining player to win the game.

You can also create your own modes and experiment with mixing the different game rules or add your custom maps.
For that go to the settings and select the folders where your modes or maps should be located. Readme files will be put into
those folders explaining in detail how you can create your own content.

Please let me know if you enjoyed the update and what new features or improvements you would like to see for Hat Hunters!
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